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ABSTRACT
The motivation, techniques and performance of the ground-based photometric follow-up of transit detections by the CoRoT space
mission are presented. Its principal raison d’être arises from the much higher spatial resolution of common ground-based telescopes
in comparison to CoRoT’s cameras. This allows the identification of many transit candidates as arising from eclipsing binaries that
are contaminating CoRoT’s lightcurves, even in low-amplitude transit events that cannot be detected with ground-based obervations.
For the ground observations, “on” – “oﬀ” photometry is now largely employed, in which only a short timeseries during a transit
and a section outside a transit is observed and compared photometrically. CoRoTplanet candidates’ transits are being observed by a
dedicated team with access to telescopes with sizes ranging from 0.2 to 2 m. As an example, the process that led to the rejection of
contaminating eclipsing binaries near the host star of the Super-Earth planet CoRoT-7b is shown. Experiences and techniques from
this work may also be useful for other transit-detection experiments, when the discovery instrument obtains data with a relatively low
angular resolution.
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1. Introduction
The scientific output of the CoRoT mission is strongly depen-
dent on a dedicated ground-based observing program. This pro-
gram began prior to the launch, with observations for the se-
lection of the sample fields and for the characterisation of the
targets therein; described by Deleuil et al. (2006, 2009). The
current inflight follow-up is centered on the rejection of false
alarms among planet-candidates found by the spacecraft, on the
verification of candidates as planets, and on the characterisation
of verified planets in more detail. The secure rejection of false
alarms and – if possible – the positive verification of a can-
didate’s planetary nature is essential to achieve the mission’s
 The CoRoT space mission, launched on December 27th 2006, has
been developed and is operated by CNES, with the contribution of
Austria, Belgium, Brasil, ESA (RSSD and Science Program), Germany
and Spain.
primary scientific goal of delivering reliable exoplanet detec-
tions. For the candidate verification process, a multi-step follow-
up strategy is used that follows the scheme outlined by Alonso
et al. (2004) which is designed to save time, cost, and eﬀort.
It begins with relatively simple tests (e.g. detailed analysis of
CoRoT’s lightcurves; analysis of snapshots of candidate fields;
transit-observations on small instruments) and for surviving can-
didates progresses to more complicated and expensive ones (in
terms of telescope time, instrumental requirements, and eﬀorts
in data-analysis). Photometric follow-up observations form an
integral part of this approach and are complimentary to low- and
high-resolution spectroscopy undertaken for stellar classifica-
tion and radial velocity measurements. In the mission’s prepara-
tory phase, the organizational structure was laid for two work-
ing groups, one on spectroscopy and one on photometry. The
later one’s work is described in the following sections, giving
Article published by EDP Sciences
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the motivation for the photometric follow-up observations, the
techniques used and some examples of the results obtained.
2. The motivation for ground-based follow-up
At the onset, it may appear counterintuitive that ground-based
photometric follow-up may be of any use, considering the gener-
ally much higher photometric precision of the space-based dis-
covery instrument. The essence of the ground-based follow-up
photometry arises from the higher angular resolution achievable
compared to photometry from the discovery instrument. In the
case of CoRoT its optical resolution is rather poor, with a PSF
that contains 50% of its flux in an elongated shape of about
35′′ × 23′′ size1 and photometry is measured through apertures
of corresponding sizes (Fig. 1). As will be shown in later sec-
tions, the increase in spatial resolution from ground-based in-
struments allows the identification of false alarms even if the
originally detected transit-event cannot be reproduced due to the
much lower photometric precision from the ground.
There are several sources of false alarms in the detection of
transiting planets, mostly related to eclipsing binary (EB) stars;
for an overview see Brown (2003). Many of these can be iden-
tified from a detailed analysis of the discovery lightcurves in
combination with knowledge about the target stars’ stellar types,
based on indicators like the duration, depth, shape or color of
transits, or from the presence of oﬀ-eclipse variability or faint
secondary transits; e.g. Eislöﬀel et al. (2004) and Barge et al. (in
prep.). Of particular worry are faint EBs close to a target star,
whose light falls within the aperture of the target. These con-
taminating eclipsing binaries (CEB) may generate transit-like
signals that are photometrically undistinguishable from plane-
tary transits. Estimations by Brown (2003) show that CEBs are
the most frequent source of false alarms in ground-based transit
searches. Considering the large PSF of CoRoT the dominance
of this source of false alarms may be even more pronounced.
This motivates the CoRoT ground-based photometric follow-up
program, which is consequently geared towards the detection of
CEBs. Its principles, which are valid for any discovery exper-
iment with initial photometry based on data of relatively low
angular resolution, are introduced in more detail in the next sec-
tion.
3. Technical considerations for the photometric
identification of false alarms
3.1. Resolving contaminating sources in images of higher
resolution
In the following, we consider as the target the star that has been
intended to be observed in a given photometric lightcurve. The
probability Pdetc to detect a contaminating source through obser-
vations with a higher angular resolution may be approximated
by the expression:
Pdetc = 1 − Apsf,hiApsf,lo (1)
where Apsf,hi and Apsf,lo are the areas of the PSF in the high and
low resolution imaging, respectively. This equation is based on
the assumption that the contaminating object has no physical re-
lation with the target and that its position relative to the target
1 The PSF’s irregular shape is due to the dispersion device in the
CoRoT lightpath; size and shape depend also on the stellar color and
the position in the focal plane.
is at random. Then, for example, a reduction of the PSF size
from CoRoT’s 630 arcsec2 to one of 1.1 arcsec2 (correspond-
ing to a PSF with a diameter of 1.2′′) leads to the expectation
that 99.8% of the contaminating stars will be found as separate
sources in the higher-resolution imaging. Photometric follow-up
with higher angular resolution than the discovery instrument is
hence able to resolve most cases of signals from unbound con-
taminating stars that appear merged into the time-series obtained
by the low-resolution discovery instrument.
We note that the remaining inability of the photometric
follow-up to resolve extremely close contaminants, or to resolve
contaminants that are in a physical triple with the target, is com-
plementary to spectroscopic observations, which can generally
detect and distinguish the signals of contaminants close enough
to fall within the spectrometer’s entry aperture. The detection of
contaminants at larger target distances is however better done
with photometry, since spectroscopic observations will not show
any indication of the false alarm source in such cases. In the par-
ticular case of searches for small planets, a spectroscopic non-
detection of radial velocity variations presents an ambigous re-
sult as it may also indicate that there is a planet, but with a mass
too small to be detectable by the instrument; additional photo-
metric follow-up may therefore resolve this ambiguity.
3.2. The identification of contaminating variable stars
Let us assume that the discovery instrument reports a transit-like
signal with a variation2 of (ΔF/F)s. The flux Fs reported by the
instrument is given by the sum:
Fs = g
(
ktFt +
∑
kiFi
)
(2)
where g is an instrument gain, Ft is the flux of the target star; the
Fi are the fluxes of contaminating stars, and the “confusion fac-
tors” kt and ki are the fractions of light in the stellar PSF which
fall into the given photometric aperture.
A positive detection by the discovery instrument is then in-
dicated if its signal corresponds to a brightness variation ΔFt/Ft
that is intrinsic to the target, that is if
(ΔF/F)s = ktΔFtktFt +∑ kiFi ≈ (ΔF/F)t (3)
where the right-hand approximation assumes a contaminating
flux that is small compared to the target flux, e.g. ∑ kiFi  Ft.
The negative case or “false alarm condition” is then given if the
following holds, where one of the contaminating stars (denoted
with subscript c, where c ∈ i) generates the discovery signal:
(ΔF/F)s = kcΔFcktFt +∑ kiFi · (4)
Follow-up photometry may now do two things:
– It may attempt to verify the positive case of Eq. (3), by re-
producing the discovery signal, showing that this signal truly
arises from the target. In transit surveys of very high photo-
metric precision, such as in space missions, low amplitude
transit signals are however also be discovered, and a reliable
reproduction of these transits in ground-based follow-up will
often be impossible;
2 In this work, we consider both the flux-variation from a transit-signal
and the corresponding magnitude variation as values that are always
positive; hence for small values of ΔF/F  1, the conversion to mag-
nitudes is given by Δm = −2.5 log(1 − ΔF/F) ≈ 1.087ΔF/F.
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Fig. 1. Left: section of a CoRoT target field around a target star (LRc01_E1_2376, marked with a circle) as obtained by the satellite. The irregular
shape around it indicates the aperture from which photometry is extracted. All stars contained in the Exo-Dat data base are marked by crosses –
several contaminating stars fall within the target aperture. The image size is about 1′. Right: the same field acquired with the CCD camera of the
IAC 80cm telescope in moderate (1.5′′) seeing.
– Ground-based follow-up may attempt to falsify the negative
case of Eq. (4), showing that none of the contaminating stars
is generating the discovery signal (ΔF/F)s. Typically, the
follow-up will show that none of the contaminating stars ex-
hibit brightness variations that are suﬃciently strong to be the
cause of a false alarm.
In the following, the task of “falsifying the false alarm condi-
tion” is being developed in more detail. For simplicity, we con-
sider only one contaminating star and also set kt ≈ 1, meaning
that the target’s PSF falls almost entirely into the photometric
aperture.
For a contaminating star with Fc kc  Ft, meaning that it
contributes only with a small fraction to the light falling into the
aperture, we may then rewrite the false alarm condition as:
ΔFc
Fc
≈
(
Ft
Fc
)
k−1c (ΔF/F)s. (5)
If the confusion factor kc is unkown, a modified condition useful
to identifiy potential false alarms may also be derived by setting
kc = 1; these alarms are then identified if:
ΔFc
Fc
>∼
(
Ft
Fc
)
(ΔF/F)s. (6)
This modified false alarm condition is useful for a first search for
contaminating variable stars. It will identify all of them; it may
however also flag contaminating stars whose brightness variation
is really too weak to be the source for a false alarm. For contami-
nants identified by this condition a more detailed analysis is then
needed; e.g. by testing against the previous Eq. (5).
In order to avoid separate equations for the cases of known
or unknown kc, an unknown kc should be replaced by kc = 1 in
the remainder of this section, whereas for a known kc the corre-
spondences >∼ or <∼ should be replaced by “≈”.
After conversion to magnitudes, the false alarm conditions
of Eqs. (5) and (6) are given by
Δmc >∼ −2.5 log
(
10−0.4mdiﬀ − k−1 (ΔF/F)s
)
− mdiﬀ (7)
where Δmc corresponds to the magnitude variation of the con-
taminating star and mdiﬀ is the diﬀerence of (target – contami-
nant) magnitudes. For a full expression of Eq. (7) in magnitudes,
we may replace (ΔF/F)s by 0.921Δms, with Δms being the mag-
nitude variation reported by the discovery instrument.
The above relations show that testing of even very weak tran-
sit candidates using ground-based instruments is possible. As an
example (based on LRc02_E1_0483 in Table 4), consider a dis-
covery signal with (ΔF/F)s = 1/1000 or Δmc ≈ 1 mmag and a
contaminating star with kc = 0.5 that is 5 mag fainter than the
target, respectively Ft/Fc = 100. If the eclipse signal originates
in the contaminating star and following Eq. (5), its brightness
variation would have to be ΔFc/Fc = 0.2, which is typically eas-
ily verifyable from the ground. On the other hand, if the signal
is arising from the target, its 1 mmag signal could be detected
by ground-based photometry only unreliably; however, the ab-
sence of a strong signal in any contaminating star would allow
the deduction that the target is the source.
The need for a positive argument in the logarithmic term in
Eq. (7) corresponds to the obvious fact that any contaminating
star needs to generate a flux in the aperture that at least corre-
sponds to the observed flux variation; e.g. that Fc kc ≥ ΔFs/g,
or, in magnitudes, that a contaminating star needs to fulfill
mdiﬀ ≤ −2.5 log
(
(ΔF/F)s k−1
)
. (8)
A contaminating star with the minimum brightness would, how-
ever, need to turn its flux completely on and oﬀ3 in order to gen-
erate the observed (ΔF/F)s. If we assume ΔFc/Fc = 0.60 or
Δmc ≈ 1.0 to be the largest brightness variation4 that may give
rise to a transit-like event, then a star has to fulfill the condition
mdiﬀ ≤ −2.5 log
(
(ΔF/F)s k−1
)
− 0.55 (9)
3 Equation (8) is also identical to setting ΔFc = Fc in Eq. (5), which is
the maximum possible brightness variation of a contamination source,
and converting to magnitudes
4 This value is based on the deepest eclipses found among 50099 EBs
in the All Sky Automated Survey catalogue (Paczyn´ski et al. 2006).
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in order to be a potential contaminating source. This equation
shows, for example, that a fully confused star with kc = 1 may
not be more than 4.45 mag fainter than the target in order to
explain an observed variation of (ΔF/F)s = 1/100.
An optimised observing strategy should therefore first check
if the neighborhood of a target contains any potential false
alarms; that is, perform a search for contaminating stars that
fulfill Eq. (9). Only if such stars are found, is there any need
to determine their brightness variations in order to test the false
alarm condition with Eqs. (5) to (7).
3.3. “On-off photometry” for transit follow-up
For the required identification of the contaminants’ variability it
is suﬃcient to compare their brightness during the central “on”
part of a predicted transit against the oﬀ-transit one, without a
need to observe full transit events. Such “on – oﬀ photometry”
greatly reduces the observing time over that needed for the cov-
erage of full transit events. Furthermore, “on” and “oﬀ” observa-
tions can – and should – be acquired at diﬀerent nights, prever-
ably with similar airmasses, allowing a more reliable identifica-
tion of stellar variabilities in the case of transit events with long
in- or egress durations, which else might be mistaken for extinc-
tion eﬀects. We note that the continuous CoRoT lightcurve tells
us if a target is stable from night to night or not, allowing to as-
sess the reliability of on and oﬀ-observations taken on diﬀerent
nights.
For the CoRoT follow-up, we obtain short timeseries lasting
from several minutes to about one hour for both the “on” and the
“oﬀ” observations. Timeseries are preferable over single images
for two reasons: for one, the brightness of CoRoT targets allows
only exposure times up to ≈1 min with the telescopes employed,
and second, the scatter of the time-series points allows the esti-
mation of measurement errors.
The extraction of stellar brightnesses in “on-oﬀ photome-
try” can in principle be done with any stellar photometry code.
Here we employ mostly the PSF – deconvolution code decphot
(Gillon et al. 2007) – best for cases where very close contam-
inants are apparent – and the optimised aperture photometry
package vaphot (Deeg & Doyle 2001) for contaminants with
PSF’s that are separated in the ground-based images. For the lat-
ter one, the analyser program vanaliz.pro has been developed,
which is described in the next section.
3.4. “Vaphot/vanaliz”, a timeseries photometry package
with an analysis of on-off photometry
Vanaliz is a universal program for the analysis of timeseries of a
limited number of stars, geared towards the extraction of target
lightcurves of eclipsing or transiting systems. Tables with stellar
photometry, obtained from the associated IRAF routine are red
as input, though adaptation to other formats would be straight-
forward. Vanaliz performs diﬀerential photometry against user-
selectable sets of comparison stars, and contains routines for the
interactive evaluation and weighting of comparison stars, for the
output of statistical analyses and for manual or automatic sup-
pression of data-points. While these routines have already been
used in several projects for diﬀerential photometry (e.g. Deeg
et al. 2000; Martín et al. 2001; Zapatero Osorio et al. 2004;
Steinfadt et al. 2008; Deeg et al. 2008; Rabus et al. 2009), a mod-
ule that derives observed on-oﬀ brightness diﬀerences has been
added for the CoRoT follow-up. Furthermore, it includes a cal-
culation of the contamination factors kc from a simulated CoRoT
Table 1. Instruments used for CoRoT photometric follow-up.
Instrument Observatory
BEST 0.2-ma Observatoire de Haute Provence, France
BESTII 0.25-ma Cerro Armazones, Chile
TEST 0.3-m Thüringer Landessternwarte, Germany
Vienna 0.8-m Vienna Observatory, Austria
IAC 80-cm Observatorio del Teide, Canary Islands, Spain
WISE 0.46-m, 1-m WISE Observatory, Israel
OHP 1.2-m Observatoire de Haute Provence, France
Euler 1.2-m telescope La Silla, Chile
Tautenburg 2-m Thüringer Landessternwarte, Germany
CFHT/Megacam 3.6-m Mauna Kea, Hawaii
a The small BEST and BEST II telescopes are not used in the follow-up
as decribed here. They obtained previous timeseries of CoRoT’s sample
fields (Kabath et al. 2007; Karoﬀ et al. 2007; Kabath et al. 2008, 2009b;
Kabath et al. 2009a; Rauer et al. 2009) which are routinely checked
against the detections from CoRoT. They will also be used for future
surveying of CoRoT-short run fields.
PSF, leading to estimations of the expected on-oﬀ brightness-
variations of all contaminating stars. Comparing the observed
with the expected on-oﬀ variations allows then the identification
of false alarm soures; see Fig. 4 for an example5.
4. The CoRoT photometric follow-up
4.1. The CoRoT photometric follow-up team
Previous to CoRoT’s launch we expected about 50–100 tran-
sit candidates per CoRoT observing run which will require fur-
ther follow-up observations (Bordé et al. 2003; Garrido & Deeg
2006). The expected need of observing and manpower resources
led to the early planning of a dedicated photometric follow-up
eﬀort. Table 1 shows the instruments that have been used for
the follow-up to date. They are mostly 1m-class instruments,
which have proven suﬃcient for the large majority of follow-up
observations. Observations with high angular resolution, even-
tually needed to identify contaminants very close to the target,
have to date not been part of the regular follow-up program; they
have been performed in only one case, towards the discovery of
CoRoT-7 b, and are described in Léger, Rouan, Schneider, et al.
(2009).
4.2. Observing strategy
Planet candidates that enter the follow-up program are the out-
come of the application of several diﬀerent detection algo-
rithms and the passing of a series of tests to classify the results
(Moutou et al. 2005, 2007; Almenara et al. 2007; Barge et al.,
in prep.), which leads either to their rejection as false alarms
or to their classification into one of several priority classes for
planet candidates, according to their likeliness to be real planets.
Observational follow-up is then only performed on suﬃciently
highly classified candidates.
For the photometric follow-up of a candidate, we initially
check for the existence of contaminating stars using the stellar
photometry in the Exo-Dat catalog (Deleuil et al. 2009). A sim-
ulation of the CoRoT PSF allows then an estimation of the frac-
tion of light from the target and from the contaminating stars that
5 A public version of this program without the simulation of the
CoRoT PSF, using default values of kc = 1, is available as the
“vaphot/vanaliz” package at
http://www.iac.es/galeria/hdeeg/hdeeghome.html
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Fig. 2. Finderchart of the area around target E2_0165 made from an
INT/WFC r-band image. N is to the top and E to the left. The rectangle
shows the region of the “imagette” of Fig. 3.
falls into the target’s aperture, giving the factors kc. The eval-
uation based on Exo-Dat may be complemented by oﬀ-transit
images from target fields taken with any of the telescopes par-
ticipating in the follow-up eﬀort. In cases where close blends
are suspected, high-resolution imaging from adaptive optics or
speckle imaging may also be obtained to aid in the identification
of contaminants. Around the majority of candidates, these evalu-
ations identify contaminating stars that are potential false alarms
and which consequently require time-series follow-up photom-
etry to derive their variability. Obtaining and analysing these
time-series, part of which needs to be taken during candidates’
transits, constitutes the major eﬀort of the follow-up program.
For the assigning of observations and for the tracking of their
results, we developed a web-based tool, the “transit predictor”.
It allows participating observers to obtain a list of the candidates
that undergo transits at any night at their observatory, indicat-
ing their priority, transit start and end-times and corresponding
target altitudes, moon-distances and solar altitudes, as well as
general target information (position, brightness, transit depth).
Since the number of transit candidates is fairly large, candidate
transits that are in need of observation can be found for almost
every night. This tool thus allows the optimum use of observing
time when it is available only in nightly blocks within regular
semestral scheduling; at most instruments this is still the only
mode in which significant amounts of observing time can be ob-
tained. Only for transit-events of long-periodic cases with few
observing opportunities, or for high priority objects (which may
also need a specific instrument) do we intend to obtain observing
time on short notice at specified moments. Since several groups
are participating, a central coordination keeps track of the sta-
tus of observations, reductions and their results, and accordingly
prioritises the candidates, aiming to resolve the highest priorities
rapidly while avoiding duplicate observations.
Fig. 3. Imagette from Corot’s CCD, centered on E2_0165; orientation
is N to the left, E to top. The right image shows the target through the
aperture mask used for on-board photometry.
4.3. An example of follow-up photometry: the exclusion
of contaminants near the CoRoT-7 host star
As an example of the methodology of the CoRoT photometric
follow-up, we show here in more detail the sequence that led to
the exclusion of contaminants near the target star around which
the terrestrial planet CoRoT-7b has been detected. A summary
of this section has been included in Léger, Rouan, Schneider,
et al. (2009), in which also all the other follow-up observations
towards this discovery are being described.
In a first step, once a new candidate is included in the follow-
up program, a finderchart (Fig. 2) is generated, based on Sloan-
r filter images that had been obtained on the 2.5 m INT/WFC
instrument as part of the mission preparation. The Exo-Dat
database which contains photometry extracted from the same
images, also includes an estimation of the contamination level
of a given target based on catalogued nearby stars and employ-
ing a generic CoRoT PSF. For CoRoT-7, which corresponds to
Corot-ID 102708694 or target number LRa01_E2_0165, Exo-
Dat indicates a low contamination level of 0.00053; meaning
that about 0.05% of the light detected from that target may come
from contaminating stars.
Follow-up observations were initially performed with the
IAC80 telescope; a 40 min long timeseries with a cadence of
40 s was taken in R filter during a transit on 27 Feb. 2008,
and similar oﬀ-transit observations were obtained on 5 Mar.
and 14 Apr. 2008. A model of CoRoT’s PSF of target E2_0165
was then obtained from an extraction of its stellar image from
a CoRoT – “imagette” (Fig. 3), a small subsection of an image
from the CoRoT CCD around the target. Considering the shape
of CoRoT’s target mask (right panel of Fig. 3) and using stellar
brightnesses from an oﬀ-transit image taken at IAC80, this al-
lowed a more precise calculation of the brightness variations that
would be expected from any CEB. Based on this, two “critical”
nearby stars, c1 of R = 15.3 and c2 of R = 13.5 mag, were iden-
tified as potential false alarm sources, requiring eclipses with
alarm amplitudes of 0.17 and 0.76 mag respectively (Table 2).
We must emphasize that all other nearby stars, not listed in
Table 2, were also tested to determine if they could be poten-
tial false alarm sources, but they could be excluded because they
did not fulfill Eq. (8), requiring impossibly large brightness vari-
ations.
vaphot was used to extract diﬀerential photometry and
vanaliz was used to calculate the diﬀerences between on- and
oﬀ-transit fluxes, Δ magon−oﬀ, for the target and the stars c1 and
c2. This analysis (Fig. 4) showed that their on-oﬀ diﬀerences re-
mained significantly below the required signal for a false-alarm
(Table 2). It should be noted that an on-oﬀ diﬀerence of about
0.02 mag was found for the target; this is however much larger
than the amplitude from CoRoT data and cannot be taken as a
verification of the target as the alarm-source; it is most likely
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Table 2. Potential false alarm sources around the E2_0165 target star.
Name Δ RA Δ Dec. mR k relat. contrib. Observed Alarm
arcsec arcsec to target flux Δmc Δmc
E2_0165 0 0 11.26 1.00 0.997 0.021 ± 0.004 0.00038
c1 8.3 15.3 15.33 0.10 0.0024 0.023 ± 0.033 0.17
c2 16.3 –26.3 13.50 0.005 0.00069 0.011 ± 0.018 0.76
c3 2.4 10.5 201 0.87 0.00048 <0.52 1.0
1 g-band magnitude. 2 Estimated from movie made from CFHT time-series images.
Fig. 4. Diﬀerence between on and oﬀ-transit magnitudes for the target
E2_0165 and the two stars c1 and c2 that were potential false alarm
sources near E2_0165, based on the observations taken with the IAC80.
In both cases the observed diﬀerences are much lower than required to
be false alarm sources (see Table 2) and are compatible with no varia-
tion. The large observed oﬀset for the E2_0165 target of 0.02 mag arises
most likely from stellar activity and measurement errors; see text. The
triangle indicates its expected brightness variation of 0.4mmag – too
low to be resolved in this plot – and the vertical dashed line indicates
the approximate faint limit for false alarm sources, derived from Eq. (9).
Magnitudes are on an instrumental scale, 0.31 mag larger than the mR
values of Table 2.
due to a combination of stellar activity, which causes bright-
ness variations on the percent level over spans of several days
(Léger, Rouan, Schneider, et al. 2009) and of measurement er-
rors. Star c2 was furthermore identified as a separate CoRoT tar-
get (E2_2180) with a lightcurve excluding any relevant bright-
ness variations.
Further time-series images were taken using cfht/ mega-
cam (Boulade et al. 2003) during a transit-ingress on 7 March
2008. One exposure of 10 s in the g-band was taken about each
minute during 100 min. Only one CCD among the 40 chips of
MEGACAM was actually used for that, which was suﬃcient,
given a local star density that oﬀered a wealth of nearby refer-
ence stars within the proper magnitude range.The image qual-
ity was medium for Mauna Kea (seeing ≈0.9 to 1.3 arcsec)
but good enough for our purposes. These images, much deeper
than those from IAC80, showed several additional faint nearby
stars (Fig. 5); however, only the star c3 of ≈20 mag and 10′′
NNE of the target was marginally admittable as a potential false
alarm source, requiring unusually deep eclipses with amplitudes
>∼1 mag. This star was visually inspected by generating a movie
from the time-series images, indicating no apparent brightness
variation. The contaminants c1 and c2 as well as all further
Fig. 5. Image of E2_0165 field taken with CFHT/Megacam, showing
also faint contaminant c3. N is to the top and E to the left and the rect-
angle corresponds again to Fig. 3.
nearby stars – though not critical – were also demonstrated by
the CFHT time-series to exhibit no significant brightness varia-
tions.
In conclusion, all stars around E2_0165 could be excluded
as false alarm sources. The remaining possiblity were very close
CEBs that may have become diluted in the PSF of the target
on the CFHT images. A further search (described in more de-
tail in Léger, Rouan, Schneider, et al. 2009) for the presence
of yet-unseen very close companions brighter than ≈20 mag (or
mdiﬀ < 8.5, from Eq. (8), where k ≈ 1 due to the closeness to
the target) was then initiated using several high-resolution imag-
ing techniques. That gave a negative result; indicating that false
alarm sources can be excluded at all distances larger than about
1 arcsec.
4.4. Results from the photometric follow-up
A detailed reporting of the general characteristics of the non-
planetary CoRoT candidates will be the subject of a paper forth-
coming at the end of the mission. First general results on the
types of false alarm sources are given in Almenara et al. (2009),
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Fig. 6. CoRoT planet candidates that were surveyed by the photomet-
ric follow-up, showing the candidate transit depth versus period (up-
per panel) and target magnitude (lower panel). Systems found by the
photometric-follow up to be on-target are indicated by star-symbols,
where the six published planets CoRoT-1b to 5b and 7b are diﬀeren-
tiated by the black color (Corot-1b to 4b have previously been pub-
lished under the name CoRoT-1b to 4b). CEBs that were detected by
the follow-up are indicated by red triangles, whereas blue squares indi-
cate cases were no clear result could be obtained.
whereas detailed descriptions of the candidates of the first long
runs are being published by Moutou et al. (2009) for the IRa01;
by Cabrera et al. (2009) for the LRc01 and by Carone et al.
(in prep.) for the LRa01; with publications on later runs planned
once a run’s follow-up operations are reasonably complete. Here
we limit ourselves to give an overview of the results from the
photometric follow-up of the candidates that have been anal-
ysed through March 2009. Figure 6 shows the sample of the sur-
veyed cases against their period and magnitude. We note that
the distribution of the surveyed candidates in these diagrams
does not diﬀer significantly from the distributions of the entire
sample of planet candidates that have been selected for follow-
up (Barge et al., in prep.). An overall fraction of about 40%
of the candidates with pending photometric follow-up has been
observed, with a higher rate of 80% for the first CoRoT point-
ings (IRa01, LRc01); the remaining candidates are still pending
observation. Of the 57 candidates that have been surveyed by
the CoRoTphotometric follow-up team, 32 were found to be on-
target, and 21 – or about 35% – were background variables. 4 ad-
ditional cases could not be resolved, either due to serious doubts
about the candidate’s ephemeris (from which it became doubtful
that on-transit observations were done at the correct moment) or
due to ambiguities in the photometry. Only one system (CoRoT-
7) with a brightness variation significantly below 0.1% has been
surveyed; this is due to the sparseness of such planet candidates
from CoRoT’s lightcurves. Table 3 gives an overview about the
candidates whose brightness variation was found to be on-target.
Its leftmost five columns give basic information about the can-
didates from CoRoT’s measurements. Next, the method is indi-
cated by which the “on-target” status was determined by photo-
metric follow-up: TV (target variation) – a brightness-variation
of correct amplitude was found on the target-star itself; CVA
(contaminant variations absent) – the absence of any suﬃciently
strong variation in any contaminating star has been verified; NC
(no contaminant) – no contaminating star was found that could
be a potential false alarm source. For cases with observed target
variations (TV), the next column indicates the observed target
amplitude (ΔF/F)t. On the other hand, for cases without con-
taminant variations (CVA), mc, the contaminant brightness, mdiﬀ ,
its brightness diﬀerence to the target, and Δmc, the contaminant’s
brightness variation that is required to indicate an alarm is given.
If more then one contaminant was present around a target, we in-
dicate the values for the contaminant with the smallest required
alarm-amplitude Δmc. The observed precision of contaminant
brightness-variations can generally be taken to be 3% or bet-
ter; hence most cases identified in Table 3 are reliable identi-
fications; those cases were only identifications of low reliability
could be obtained are indicated by comments in the table. For the
cases that were identified by a direct observation of target bright-
ness variations (TV), we note that the observed brightness vari-
ation (ΔF/F)t is typically larger than the one found by CoRoT,
(ΔF/F)s, something that can be expected due to CoRoT’s dilu-
tion of the candidate signal in its PSF by the contaminants that
are present. Since the photometric follow-up is only an inter-
mediate step in the chain to verify planet candidates, all candi-
dates listed in Table 3 are subject to further observations. This
is typically done through radial velocity measurements, and we
indicate only the identified planets. For the first CoRoT runs,
the outcome of these observations is described in the aforemen-
tioned papers on individual runs; whereas for the later runs, the
final outcome is in many cases still open.
Table 4 indicates the candidates that photometry discarded
by identifying CEBs near the CoRoT targets. The contamina-
tion fractions k were calculated from the observed contaminant
eclipse amplitude and mdiﬀ . We note that all detected back-
ground variables appeared on CoRoT-candidates with brightness
variations of (ΔF/F)s <∼ 1% (Fig. 6). This is likely due to a
more reliable classification of the brighter candidates that enter
the follow-up program, for which cases with CEBs have been
rejected with more reliability from the discovery lightcurves.
Contaminating EBs can in general be found within a distance of
≈17 arcsec; their distance and direction is shown in Fig. 7. Due
to the changing orientation of the CoRoT cameras, this distance
is plotted in the coordinates of the CCD’s X and y axes, in which
the dispersion direction of CoRoT’s PSF remains constant. As
expected, the distribution of detected CEBs outlines the generic
PSF shape, with the more distant cases arising from bright or
deeply eclipsing CEBs.
Figure 8 shows the brightness of the identiÞed CEB and
the magnitude diﬀerences between contaminant and target, plot-
ted against the discovery eclipse amplitude (ΔF/F)s in both
cases. While the bulk of the CEB are fainter than the target
by 1–3.5 mag, several bright CEB whose signal leaks into the
CoRoT photometric apertures have also been identified, all of
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Table 3. Photometric on-target identifications of CoRoT detections.
Candidate Observation Observed Alarm Observatory Comment
COROT_ID RUN-ID (ΔF/F)s (%) period mt method (ΔF/F)t(%) mc mdiﬀ Δmc
102912369 IRa01_E1_0330 1.2 9.2 13.7 TV 1.3 WISE, Euler, CFHT Corot-4b
102829121 IRa01_E1_0399 1.6 33.06 13.9 TV 1.6 WISE
102779966 IRa01_E1_4108 0.41 7.37 15.4 CVA 19.3 3.9 0.25 CFHT
102825481 IRa01_E2_0203 3 5.17 13.3 TV 3.5 IAC, CFHT
102890318 IRa01_E2_1126 2 1.51 13.6 TV 2 WISE, CFHT, BEST1 Corot-1b
102826302 IRa01_E2_1712 0.2 2.77 14.0 CVA 18.2 4.2 0.28 WISE, CFHT
102954464 IRa01_E2_3856 0.14 16.56 16.5 TV 1.6 Euler
102764809 LRa01_E1_1031 1.09 4.04 14.0 CVA 17.3 3.3 0.5 Vienna, IAC Corot-5b
102708694 LRa01_E2_0165 0.03 0.85 11.3 CVA 15.3 4.1 0.17 CFHT, IAC Corot-7b2
102615551 LRa01_E2_1123 1.8 3.88 14.6 TV 1.7 IAC, WISE
102716818 LRa01_E2_3156 0.15 1.47 15.8 NC IAC
102671819 LRa01_E2_3459 1.63 2.83 15.5 NC IAC
102755764 LRa01_E2_3739 2.93 61.48 15.6 TV 2.5 Euler =IRa01_E1_4014
102725122 LRa01_E2_5277 0.35 2.72 16.1 NC IAC
102582529 LRa01_E2_5756 2.72 15.84 16.2 TV 3 IAC
101065348 LRc01_E1_0499 5.5 4.86 13.3 TV 6 IAC
101368192 LRc01_E1_0523 0.4 4.26 13.3 TV 0.5 IAC Corot-3b
101206989 LRc01_E1_1929 0.1 0.58 15.0 CVA 20.0 5 0.11 IAC Low significance3
101055792 LRc01_E1_2140 0.13 1.94 15.1 CVA 17.2 2.1 0.02 IAC
101644400 LRc01_E1_3268 1.1 5.3 15.3 NC IAC, Vienna
101206560 LRc01_E2_0192 2.8 1.74 12.6 TV 2.9 WISE, IAC, TLS, BEST4 Corot-2b
101086161 LRc01_E2_1145 0.6 6.21 14.8 TV 0.7 OHP
100768215 LRc01_E2_4390 0.3 2.94 16.5 CVA 20.4 3.9 0.12 CFHT, IAC
100834293 LRc01_E2_5414 1.3 11.3 16.4 CVA 18.4 2 0.14 IAC
105833549 LRc02_E1_0202 0.87 2.99 12.9 TV 1.2 Euler
106017681 LRc02_E1_0632 1.36 8.89 13.9 TV 1.4 Euler, WISE
105859159 LRc02_E1_0801 0.2 0.97 14.5 TV,CVA 0.5 17.7 3.2 0.04 TTB Low significance5
105416004 LRc02_E1_1427 0.5 2.38 15.2 TV 0.5 Euler TV 1.5 h early6
105874733 LRc02_E2_1207 1.06 6.71 14.8 TV 1.2 TLS
105209106 LRc02_E2_4747 0.51 4.21 15.8 TV7, CVA 0.8 16.7 0.9 0.11 Euler, IAC
221656539 SRa02_E2_0486 1.6 15.14 13.4 CVA 13.6 0.2 0.45 WISE
221613770 SRa02_E2_0749 1.8 2.18 13.2 TV 1.8 WISE
1 Archival detection in pre-launch obs from 9 Dec. 2006; 2 See also Table 2; 3 On-target classification on 2-sigma level; 4 Several archival detections
in pre-launch obs from summer 2005; 5 Low-confidence result (TV detection marginal and only 4% variations in contaminant needed); 6 TV was
detected 1.5 h earlier than predicted from CoRoT requiring an ephemeris error on a 2-sigma level; 7 TV not detected by IAC and unreliably by
Euler, corrobated with CVA.
them being cases where the contaminant was relatively far away
from the target with only a very small fraction of its light falling
into the target aperture. To date, no CEB fainter than 19 mag,
or 5 mag fainter than the target has been identified; limits that
will certainly become extended when more low-amplitude can-
didates become available, with subsequent stronger instrumen-
tal demands on the follow-up photometry. With more cases of
CoRoT candidates being resolved by photometric follow-up, it
may also be expected that diﬀerences in stellar densities between
the center and anticenter pointings reveal diﬀerent fractions of
candidates turning out to be CEBs, due to the diﬀerent stellar
densities in these fields, with more CEB’s expected in the denser
pointings towards the galactic center.
5. Conclusion
The ongoing follow-up program of CoRoT detections demon-
strates that ground-based photometric follow-up is an important
step in the cadence that leads from the detection in the space
mission’s data to the announcement of a planet discovery. An
eﬃcient observational method is the observation of short sec-
tions during predicted on and oﬀ-transit phases. The ground-
based follow-up of CoRoT has found that approximately a third
of CoRoT’s transit candidates are caused by contaminating back-
ground binary stars at target distances of 2–15′′. Ground-based
follow-up is able to detect or reject contaminating eclipsing bi-
naries even in very low amplitude cases, in which the transit-
like signals detected by the space mission are impossible to
reproduce from ground. This is due to the much higher an-
gular resolution obtainable from the ground in comparison to
CoRoT, even with modest ground-based instrumentation. This
ability of ground-based photometry is especially important in
cases of suspected low-mass planets, where a positive verifi-
cation with radial-velocity measurements is impossible or very
diﬃcult. Radial velocity observations are neither able to detect
contaminating eclipsing binaries when these are suﬃciently dis-
tant from the target star to remain outside of a spectrograph’s
entry slit – a domain where photometric follow-up excells. The
two follow-up techniques therefore complement each other very
well in the identification of false alarm sources. With the push by
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Table 4. Contaminating eclipsing binary (CEB) identifications around CoRoT targets.
Candidate Contaminator Observatory
COROT-ID RUN-ID (ΔF/F)s (%) period mt mc mdiﬀ (ΔF/F)c(%) distance (arcsec) k
102787048 IRa01_E1_0288 0.23 7.90 13.50 14.76 1.26 3.0 9.1 0.24 OHP
102809071 IRa01_E2_1136 0.2 1.22 13.20 13.66 0.46 8.0 12.4 0.038 Euler, Wise
102798247 IRa01_E2_1857 0.5 0.82 14.06 17.31 3.25 11.5 3.7 0.87 Euler
102805893 IRa01_E2_2604 0.29 3.82 15.42 13.22 -2.2 2.5 16.3 0.015 Euler
102835817 IRa01_E2_3425 0.36 1.19 15.9 16.1 0.20 26 13.0 0.017 Euler
102802430 IRa01_E2_4300 0.5 5.81 14.33 15.28 0.95 51 10.4 0.024 CHFT
102714746 LRa01_E1_0544 0.15 2.75 13.39 17.40 4.0 20 9.6 0.30 Euler, IAC
102618931 LRa01_E1_2890 0.3 2.43 15.73 18.93 3.2 40 12.3 0.14 IAC
102692038 LRa01_E1_4353 1.0 5.23 15.80 16.80 1.0 4.5 11.1 0.56 Euler, IAC
102590008 LRa01_E2_4129 0.175 1.94 15.71 19.31 3.6 7.0 4.5 0.69 WISE, Euler
101095286 LRc01_E1_2376 0.26 5.05 13.55 17.55 4.0 10.5 6.0 0.99 WISE, IAC
101436549 LRc01_E1_3129 0.3 0.73 15.20 18.70 3.5 47.5 11.9 0.16 IAC
101175376 LRc01_E1_4959 0.4 5.29 15.73 17.73 2.0 42.5 20.1 0.059 IAC
101106246 LRc01_E2_3257 0.5 11.32 15.98 18.38 2.4 8.0 10.9 0.57 Euler, IAC
110604224 LRc01_E2_3681 0.15 3.45 15.68 15.96 0.28 15.0 11.5 0.013 Euler, IAC
100609705 LRc01_E2_3895 0.09 3.30 15.81 15.71 -0.1 16.8 15.8 0.005 Euler, IAC
100589010 LRc01_E2_4006 0.14 0.78 15.93 18.43 2.5 35 16.2 0.040 WISE
211666030 SRc01_E1_3835 0.62 2.26 15.70 16.80 1.1 5.0 10.3 0.34 IAC
110830906 LRa02_E2_2689 0.36 2.55 14.84 13.39 -1.18 28 17.3 0.004 BEST II
105681575 LRc02_E1_0483 0.1 4.67 13.35 18.35 5.0 17.0 7.1 0.59 WISE
105574879 LRc02_E2_3142 0.42 3.31 15.60 18.85 3.25 15.3 6.0 0.56 Euler, IAC
Fig. 7. Distances of detected CEB from their target stars, set at posi-
ton (0, 0). Distances are given in arcsec along the CoRoT CCD’s
X − Y axes. For the pointings towards the galactic center, these axes
correspond approximately (ignoring small roll-angles of the satellite)
to: N to the right, E downwards; for the anticenter pointings they are: N
to the left, E upwards.
CoRoT, Kepler and further planned missions towards the detec-
tion of smaller planets, and implicitly, lower mass planets, the in-
dependent positive verification of planet detections will become
increasingly diﬃcult. Planet discoveries from transits will there-
fore increasingly become based on the rejection of all possible
false-alarm sources. This is a game where ground-based pho-
tometry has shown its value, as is demonstrated by its rôle in the
recent discovery of CoRoT-7b.
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